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If it wasn’t so tragic you could make a
“comedy
out of things that have gone on.

”
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Introduction
This report presents stories and comments from local
communities in western metropolitan Melbourne
that have been trying for decades to work with the
Environment Protection Authority (EPA) to stop
pollution of their environment. The EPA is Victoria’s
key body charged under the Environment Protection
Act 1970 (EP Act) with protecting the environment,
together with human health, from the impacts of
pollution.
In the context of ongoing – and essential – reforms
to the EPA and its regulatory framework, this report
argues that to effectively prevent pollution and stop
harm to human health, we must also change the way
that the EPA does its job – and this will not be achieved
by funding and legislative initiatives alone.
Melbourne’s west has long endured pollution and
associated health impacts from sources like landfills,
heavy truck traffic and toxic dumping. Two of the
three most significant landfills in the Melbourne
metropolitan area, Cleanaway MRL Ravenhall
(Ravenhall) and Werribee Landfill, are in the west, with
the third – Hanson Landfill Wollert – in the northwest.1
The principle of environmental justice says that it is
unjust for one part of the community to be forced to
bear more than its share of environmental burden,
along with the associated impacts such as harm to
human health. Yet despite strenuous community
efforts, these serious harms and risks continue for
people in the west.

The size of the problem
In 2014–15, 2.8 million tonnes of waste went to landfills
in the Melbourne metropolitan area – 27% of all the
waste managed.2 Using the 2014–15 data, almost half
of all that landfilled waste is municipal solid waste –
waste that is collected or dropped off from residential
or council activities.3 The remainder is commercial
and industrial, or construction and demolition waste.
These forms of waste have higher recovery rates than
municipal waste, of which only 48% is recovered –
diverted from landfill using methods like composting
1

The Metropolitan Waste and Resource Recovery Implementation Plan
2016 (MWRRIP) refers to five significant landfills in future planning, but
SUEZ Hallam is scheduled to close in 2040 (MWRRIP, pp 50-51), and SUEZ
Lyndhurst is smaller than the others.

2
3

2

and waste-to-energy initiatives, as well as collection
and extraction of materials for recycling.4
When the composition of the waste in landfill is
examined, the single biggest contributor is food waste,
making up 35% of landfill.5 This is partly because
99% of food waste goes to landfill, rather than being
reprocessed as compost or used in some other form –
and there is a lot of it. Other forms of waste that have
very low recovery rates, like textiles and wood, are
not as large a proportion of the waste that needs to be
managed in the first place. However, plastic makes up
15% of landfill, and paper and cardboard contribute
another 10% – recyclable materials that at present are
being truly wasted.
The total amount of waste requiring metropolitan
management has been projected to increase by 63% –
to 16.5 million tonnes a year – by 2041-2.6 At the same
time, landfills in other parts of Melbourne are being
progressively closed, and the three significant western
landfills are planned to continue to grow past 2046, and
so will be taking even more than their fair proportion
of Melbourne’s waste.7

In this report
Before recounting the stories from western
communities, our report outlines the EPA’s track record
and what various inquiries and Victoria’s communities
say needs to change, in both the EPA itself and the legal
framework that regulates waste and pollution.
The Victorian Government and the EPA have both
begun to answer these calls for reform. Right now,
Victoria is in the middle of a substantial rewrite of the
EP Act and the development of a whole-of-government
environmental justice strategy. The culture of the EPA
is also evolving, including the appointment of a Chief
Environmental Scientist and an associated science
strategy.
Environmental Justice Australia and the pollutionaffected communities of the west will be measuring the
success of these key reform processes against a set of
benchmarks. You can find these on page 22.

4

MWRRIP, p 75. Due to a heavy reliance on market forces, recovered or
potentially recovered materials may be exported or stockpiled, or even be
ultimately diverted to landfill or illegally dumped.

MWRRIP, p 75. The remaining 73% was recovered for recycling or reused
in some way.

5

All figures in the above paragraph are from MWRRIP, pp 76 and 109.

6

MWRRIP, p 78.

MWRRIP, p 112.

7

MWRRIP, pp 47–52.
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The EPA’s track record
Victorians expect the EPA to act as a champion for
the community and the environment, not simply as a
regulator of businesses that may pollute. However, the
EPA has been the subject of considerable criticism in
this respect:
• In 2009 the Victorian Ombudsman disapproved of
the EPA’s handling of methane leaks at a Cranbourne
landfill.8
• In 2010 the Victorian Auditor-General criticised the
EPA’s management of compliance monitoring of
hazardous waste transport and handling.9
• In 2011 the Krpan Review of the EPA endorsed the
Ombudsman’s and Auditor-General’s conclusions
that the EPA had ‘a culture which did not facilitate
enforcement…and [hence] the resulting effect
on EPA’s systems, procedures and training’, and
identified ‘a confusion in EPA as to the organisation’s
purpose and a neglect of its role as the regulator and
its responsibility for enforcement of the law’.10
Communities consulted during the Krpan Review
expressed concerns that the EPA was too close to
industry and was not effectively or independently
discharging its statutory duties. They also stated
that when they reported pollution there was little
feedback, making them believe it was not worth
reporting an incident. The Review found considerable
disillusionment in the community about a lack of
consistency in the EPA’s approach to compliance and
enforcement, and its ability to address longstanding
issues. As a result, many community members were
cynical that the EPA would implement changes as a
result of the Krpan Review.11
Nevertheless, in 2015, the Ministerial Advisory
Committee Independent Inquiry into the EPA (EPA
Inquiry) was welcomed by western communities. The
EPA Inquiry’s focus was not so much on the EPA’s
past performance as such, but rather on what the EPA
would need in order to effectively address present and
future environmental risks.

independent environmental regulator. Participants
in the EPA Inquiry ‘demanded information and
engagement with the EPA as a way of judging – and
trusting – the EPA’s performance’.12
The EPA Inquiry concluded that in order to meet these
goals, the EP Act needs to be significantly overhauled,
and the EPA must be much better resourced. This
resourcing must be used to bolster scientific credibility,
support suitably qualified personnel, and obtain
and use high quality hardware.13 The Inquiry also
recommended strengthening the EPA’s focus on
protecting public health, and on anticipating and
preventing harms.
Equally importantly, the EPA Inquiry noted that if the
EPA is to be genuinely independent and accountable,
governance is a crucial issue:
Those we consulted commonly invoked the same
language of aspiration for the EPA of the future:
independent, consistent, trusted, expert, accountable.
Clarifying the EPA’s roles and expanding its range of
regulatory tools go only part way to fulfilling these
aspirations. The EPA of the future must also have the
governance structures, capabilities and funding base to
make these reforms happen.14

What needs to change?

What is the Government doing?

The EPA Inquiry found that while most Victorians
think that everyone should play their part in looking
after the environment, they expect Government to take
the lead, not only in environmental protection, but in
protecting the related aspects of community health and
amenity. Communities want the EPA to be a strong,

In response to the EPA Inquiry’s recommendations,
in January 2017 the Victorian Government announced
specific reforms over the next few years to deliver a
stronger EPA capable of meeting future challenges.
These reforms include:

8

Ombudsman Victoria, Brookland Greens Estate – Investigation into Methane
Gas Leaks, October 2009.

9

Victorian Auditor General’s Office, Report into Hazardous Waste Management,
9 June 2010.

10 Stan Krpan, 2011, Compliance and Enforcement Review: a Review of EPA
Victoria’s Approach, Melbourne (Krpan Review), p vii.
11	Krpan Review, p 3.
4

• making the EPA more proactive and strategic so that
it is focused on preventing harm to human health
12 Ministerial Advisory Committee Independent Inquiry into the EPA, 2016
(EPA Inquiry), p 49.
13 EPA Inquiry, p vii.
14 EPA Inquiry, p xv.
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and the environment, and is more responsive to
community issues;
• building community and industry trust in the EPA
and Government; and
• holding polluters to account.15

NT INQUIR
Y INTO THE
ENVIRONM
ENT PROTEC
TION
AUTHORIT
Y

The first of two law reform bills has now been passed
by the Victorian Parliament. The Environment
Protection Bill 2017 focused on modernising the
governance structure of the EPA, including reinforcing
that its decision-making is independent of Government.

INDEPENDE

The Government Response also stressed the
importance of strengthening governance arrangements
for the EPA so that it is independent and accountable,16
and resourcing the EPA so it can act as a trusted and
authoritative source of science, technical knowledge
and advice.17

INDEPEND
ENT INQU
IRY
INTO THE
EN
PROTECTIO VIRONMENT
N AUTHOR
ITY

The EPA has also been provided with increased
funding to strengthen its capabilities, and has now
appointed a Chief Environmental Scientist and
launched its new Applied Science Strategy.18 The
Strategy acknowledges:
To be best placed to achieve our vision and to address
the scale, complexity and dynamic of environment and
environmental health issues, EPA will need a step change
in its applied science capacity and capability. It needs a
robust and multidisciplinary applied science capability
with enhanced expertise in data analytics to identify and
escalate significant risks in a timely fashion.19

The second bill – the substance of the legal reforms
– will be introduced in the first half of 2018. Its
cornerstone is likely to be the introduction of a general
legal duty to prevent harm to the environment, along
the lines of existing occupational health and safety
legislation. It will also contain changes that aim to
proactively protect human health from the harmful
effects of pollution and waste, and to better integrate
health and planning considerations into environmental
decision- making. Other elements will probably include
improving monitoring of pollution and enhancing the
powers of the EPA to enforce laws against polluters.

LABOR
ANDREWS ENT
GOVERNM TO THE
E
RESPONS ENT
INDEPEND TO THE
INQUIRY IN ENT
ENVIRONM N
PROTECTIO
Y
AUTHORIT

15 Andrews Labor Government Response to the Independent Inquiry into the
Environment Protection Authority, 2017 (Government Response), p 6.
16 Government Response, p 6.
17 Government Response, p 6.
18 EPA Publication 1679, Applied Science Strategy 2018–2023 (January 2018).
19 EPA Publication 1679, Applied Science Strategy 2018–2023 (January 2018), p 7.

“

[T]hey [the EPA] have no idea of what environmental justice means! They think it’s great if
they simply didn’t give industry everything they wanted.

”
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The Victorian Government has also made a
commitment to environmental justice, including to
principles of inclusion and equity, and to developing
a whole-of-government strategy which includes
integrating environmental justice into decision
making.20

general duty. As the central authority, clearly the
EPA must make decisions about how potential
polluters can operate, and enforce complaints, but
it must also help others comply with their duty,
by both educating them and facilitating their
involvement in making complaints, participating
in consultations and otherwise acting to stop
pollution where appropriate.

What else is needed?

A crucial part of this community participation
requires law reform, so that community members
can exercise legal ‘third party rights’ which at
present are very limited. Communities need
broader options to appeal or seek review by the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(VCAT) of decisions made by the EPA. They
also want to be able to take a polluter to VCAT
if they have breached the law and the EPA is not
enforcing it themselves. These third party rights
are an essential part of environmental justice,
and must be included in the second bill, because
they help to ensure that good decisions are being
made and give communities the tools to address
unfairness and harm.

Melbourne’s western communities welcome the legal
reforms, the increased resourcing of the EPA, and its
public commitment to scientific excellence as critically
important steps in the right direction. However, they
are also looking for the second reform bill to start
genuinely entrenching the concept of environmental
justice in Victoria. The following three priorities must
be included in this legislation.
1.

How the general duty to prevent harm from
pollution is actually defined is important. To
shift the emphasis to stopping pollution-related
harm before it starts – a Government commitment
– the standard for the general duty must mirror
Victoria’s Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004
(OHS Act). This would mean everyone is expected
to play their part in preventing the risks of harm
to the environment and human health from
pollution and waste, to an extent that is reasonably
practicable.
A general duty also requires significant changes to
the way in which both the EPA and the different
parts of the environmental protection regime –
including the cornerstone, the EP Act – actually
work. For example, EPA decision-making about
works approval and licence applications will
have to reflect the higher standard required by
the objective of preventing risks of harm from
pollution.

2.

The general public needs a legally enforceable
right to easily and fully access timely pollution
monitoring data and other information that
the EPA may hold on polluting activities and
their potential impact on communities and the
environment. A public right to information follows
from the general duty, because communities
cannot fulfil their responsibilities if they do not
know what is happening.

3.

Victorians should be able to properly take part
in decisions that will affect their community,
health and environment, without feeling fobbed
off by what they perceive as shallow consultation
or having only lip service paid to their concerns.
There is currently little meaningful public
participation in environmental decision-making
(see Problems with community ‘participation’,
page 14). Again, this right follows from the

20 Government Response, p 13.
6

It is essential that legislation incorporating those
three key environmental justice reforms is passed and
well implemented. But in order to protect Victorians’
environment and health, two further strategies should
accompany reforms to the EP Act.
1.

The Victorian Government needs to urgently
progress its proposed whole-of-government
environmental justice strategy, so that, for
example, it should no longer be possible for any
government decisions on environmental matters to
disproportionately impact on particular sectors of
the Victorian community.

2.

There must be a cultural shift in the EPA. While
we welcome the EPA’s significantly increased
capacity as essential to deliver very significant
change to environmental protection, the EPA also
needs to address community disappointment and
restore confidence in our environmental regulator.
The stories and comments below focus on landfills
and toxic waste, but they epitomise the broader
community experience that the EPA often fails to
fulfil its mandated roles and functions in a way
that goes beyond resourcing issues. The EPA
does not consistently prevent harm to human
health and the environment, and does not fully
use its powers to enforce the law. The EPA often
does not genuinely listen to communities, who
instead feel they are kept in the dark, or even
presented with dubious scientific methods and
claims. It is no surprise then that many in the west
do not currently see the EPA as an independent
and accountable champion that they can trust to
prevent pollution.
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Dust blows freely as a truck heads for the ‘Werribee Mountain’

Stories from the west
From a hole in the ground to ‘Werribee
Mountain’
The Werribee landfill started as a hole in the ground
(an old quarry). Operators of landfills must apply
for a planning permit, and a works approval for
landfill construction. The local Council decides on
the permit and the EPA decides whether to grant the
works approval. The operator of the Werribee landfill
is Wyndham City Council, and so it grants itself the
permit, with community being entitled to object.
However, in 2008 Wyndham City Council granted itself
a planning permit to raise the height of the landfill
from 20m AHD to 44m AHD – roughly equivalent to
44m above sea level – which would make it 24m above
the surrounding ground level. Local residents were
not informed about the application, so they did not
object. The Council then applied to the EPA for a Works
Approval, which was granted.
In 2010 the Council again gave itself a permit, this time
to raise the height of the landfill to 65m AHD, and
then again in 2012, this time to 120m AHD. In both
instances, residents were not notified and so did not
object. Following the 2012 permit, Council presented a
draft application for Works Approval to the EPA, which
was not prepared to accept it without modification.
Council then adjusted the application, and the EPA
approved a height of 65m AHD above sea level. This
was challenged by the community at the Victorian Civil

& Administrative Tribunal (VCAT), and in April 2014
VCAT issued an amended permit allowing a height of
44m AHD, or 24m above the surrounding ground level.
The subsequent accrual of waste to the height
permitted means that the Werribee landfill is now
about 8–12m underground, but 70% of the whole tip
is above ground. Locals now often call the landfill
‘Waste Mountain’ or ‘Mount Werribee’. For the last
few years, it has been a source of unpleasant odours,
and an eyesore as it continues to rise into the air – now
blocking views of the You Yangs. Residents have also
had to cope with dust and noise, as well as wind-blown
litter (the fence meant to restrain it is only 4m high).
The Werribee landfill is now a significant source of
revenue for Council. It takes waste not simply from the
Wyndham area, but from 10 other Councils, including
Melbourne City, the City of Yarra, Port Phillip and
Geelong.
In 2017, the EPA approved a 26-year works approval
application from Wyndham City Council for the
Werribee landfill.21 Western suburbs residents, via local
community organisation Western Region Environment
Centre (WREC), are seeking VCAT review of this
decision. In February 2018 VCAT refused to grant
Wyndham City Council’s application to have WREC’s
application dismissed. WREC opposes the expansion
due to various community concerns, including the
impact of the height of the landfill and because if
the works proceed, residents will not be able to
21 EPA Victoria Works Approval Application Assessment Report – Wyndham
City Council, Application No. 1002260, 11 October, 2017.
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seek review for another 26 years (see Global works
approvals page 12).
‘We did not oppose the landfill when it was filling
up a disused quarry, but then it began to rise and
rise. Landfills are not supposed to be mountains, but
state government policy means there is a growing
concentration of rubbish in a few huge landfills like
Werribee, Ravenhall and Wollert. It’s a matter of
environmental injustice that so many sources of pollution
are located in the western suburbs. Residents are fed up
with continually being taken for granted by politicians.’

– WREC member

Tulla toxic dump – still waiting
People have raised concerns for years about the
Tullamarine/Westmeadows prescribed hazardous
waste landfill. More commonly known as ‘the Tulla
toxic dump’, it opened in 1972 after being approved
by the EPA. Dumping of liquid waste was banned in
1986 after millions of litres of toxic waste, including
large amounts of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
were dumped in the unlined holes. PCBs can have
effects similar to dioxins, as they are highly toxic and
persistent organic pollutants that cause acute systemic
poisoning, cognitive impairment in children, and
cancer.
The whole site finally closed in 2008 after considerable
community protest. But there are still many serious
impacts on the environment and community health
that have not been properly addressed. Part of the
problem is that the 39-hectare dump is built on
8

fractured basalt in an old quarry on the banks of Merri
Creek, so groundwater and rain flow through it. Audits
in 2002 and 200422 found that there was a serious issue
with light non-aqueous phase liquid (LNAPL),23 which
had formed a plume of liquid on top of the leachate,24
and was spreading towards nearby homes.
The LNAPL – estimated at 20–60 million litres – was
found to contain a range of dangerous chemicals,
including PCBs with a concentration above 50 parts
per million. This level is well above national and
international levels acceptable for treatment options
currently available in Australia. It is generally agreed
by environmental protection bodies, including the
EPA, that at this level, the only option is to extract the
LNAPL and destroy it.
In 2006 the EPA considered two applications from the
landfill operator, Transpacific,25 for works approval
at the landfill. The first was to expand its size, and the
second proposed to extract the LNAPL and then store
it in a tank farm until it could be sold for industrial use.
Community members objected strongly, and a section
20B conference was held.26 Residents particularly
opposed the proposed ‘piggyback’ expansion to the

22 Audits of landfills are required as a part of their licence conditions.
23 Light non-aqueous phase liquid does not dissolve in water-based solutions
but instead floats on top.
24 Leachate is the liquid that drains or leaches from the landfill via rainfall. It
can contain various substances, including decomposing matter and toxins.
25 Since 2015, known as Cleanaway.
26 Section 20B of the EP Act enables a conference of the operator, community
members and other key stakeholders. See Problems with community
‘participation’ at page 14 for further discussion.
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dump as unsafe,27 and storing the LNAPL instead of
effectively removing and treating it.
Victoria did not have a LNAPL destruction facility at
that time. The community suggested that Transpacific
build a suitable facility with assistance from the
landfill levy funds in Treasury.28 Nevertheless, despite
the unresolved issues concerning how the LNAPL
would be finally disposed of and the risks to the local
community, the EPA approved both the piggyback
expansion and the LNAPL tank farm.
‘We went along to the [20B] conference in good faith.
But it was a waste of time because the EPA granted the
approval! We couldn’t see any evidence that the EPA took
our concerns seriously.’
– TTTDAG member

Residents then went to VCAT to challenge the EPA’s
decision. This was subsequently ‘called in’ by the
Minister,29 and in late 2007 a Ministerial Panel and
Advisory Committee hearing was held. The history of
EPA’s poor supervision of Victoria’s largest toxic dump
was well detailed during the hearing. On the final
day, as a result of community and panel questioning,
Transpacific was forced to produce information on
27 ‘Piggybacking’ at landfills refers to building new cells (waste
compartments) on the slope or top of existing ones.
28 Landfill levies calculated per tonne of waste are paid to the Victorian
Government by operators of licensed landfills, and are required to be used
for environment protection. At 30 June 2017 the Victorian Government held
$551,073 million in unspent levy revenue (Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning Annual Report 2017, p 211).
29 ‘Calling in’ is a process where the Planning Minister can intervene and
make a decision instead of VCAT.

the quantities of hazardous waste dumped each
year. This revealed that they had taken in double the
amount of waste they were licensed to receive – to the
embarrassment of both Transpacific and the EPA.
On 22 January 2008, the EPA issued a Pollution
Abatement Notice to Transpacific because of this
licence breach. On 11 February 2008, Transpacific
advised the Planning Minister that it was withdrawing
the proposals for the expansion – due to running out
of space after complying with the Pollution Abatement
Notice – and for the LNAPL extraction. Transpacific
closed the dump a few months later.
The community then discovered that a cap – meant
to act as a barrier to protect the environment from
contaminants – was to be placed on the leaking
Tullamarine landfill. Residents requested that the
LNAPL be removed before the capping, because they
were concerned that otherwise extraction would be
more difficult.
They were also worried that the toxic plume was
spreading. At one community meeting the landfill’s
auditor had commented that the plume ‘was probably
under the residential area’ – but this was not reflected
in his audit reports. The community had already
estimated that the LNAPL plume could now have
reached the closest houses.
But Transpacific’s reports tabled at community
consultation meetings regularly stated that the
plume was shrinking. While this assertion was not
challenged by the EPA, the community demanded to

Community protest at the Tulla toxic dump is terminated by police.
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“

The kind of audits that picked up the LNAPL concerns go to the EPA and basically sit
there. Unless we keep pushing nothing much happens. The EPA is continually failing
to enforce standards that would give maximum protection to public health and the
environment.
– TTTDAG member

see the evidence. Over the next few years, community
pressure resulted in more widely distributed wells and
bores for monitoring the toxic liquids and gases.30 The
newer bores show that the size of the toxic plume is
still increasing, although the locations of the bores are
inadequate to determine the actual extent of the plume,
which may be considerably beyond the furthest bore
and under the houses.
The issue of the LNAPL continued to be of great
concern, and the EPA acknowledged that it should be
extracted as much as possible. In 2014 the cap was put
on the landfill in a process that the EPA considered
adequate, but which was regarded by many in the
community as not being required best practice,
especially when compared to the caps that had been
proposed for the Werribee toxic dump in 1996 and the
Nowingi Dump in 2006.31
30 There were 30 wells and bores in 1985, and now there are 130.
31 The community won their campaign against the Werribee toxic dump, and
the site is now the Werribee municipal landfill.

”

Transpacific subsequently made two failed attempts
to have a 29-hectare undeveloped buffer site rezoned
so that they could subdivide it into 50 industrial sites
for sale. Despite strong community opposition the EPA
was silent on this.
Faced with continuing community alarm about
the LNAPL, Transpacific then responded that any
extraction through new wells might compromise
the cap, and therefore no further wells should
be constructed. Residents were also told by both
Transpacific and the EPA that now the dump had been
capped, the LNAPL level was ‘safe’. According to
the EPA, one of the reasons justifying this conclusion
was because the amount of LNAPL estimated to be
extractable was not 20–60 million litres, but more
like 5–12 million litres. The EPA could not explain to
residents why the estimated volume of LNAPL had
been so massively downgraded.
In 2015 the dump’s auditor and the EPA accepted
a report by Transpacific of an extraction trial
that purported to show that the LNAPL and the
contaminated plume had stabilised via ‘natural
attenuation’ (see Further lack of scientific credibility,
page 19), and that no further action could be taken to
extract the LNAPL.
The auditor has now concluded that there is
insufficient data to prove that natural attenuation
is occurring or that the LNAPL has ‘stabilised’ and
therefore can’t be extracted.
Meanwhile the LNAPL continues to volatilise, with
methane and other organic chemicals released into the
atmosphere, or slowly dissolving in the groundwater
that is already going under homes and heading for
local surface waters, and ultimately into Port Phillip
Bay.
Fifteen years after it was publicised, still nothing has
been done to effectively address the LNAPL problem.
A US expert’s opinion is that this plume ‘can’t be
stopped and will continue to spread’.32

32 Meeting between Steven Amter, the EPA and community, September 2016.
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“

As far as I can see, there is not a culture in the EPA of “let’s speak to the community
respectfully” – it depends on the individual officer’s capacity and willingness.

”

– TTTDAG member

The Bulla tip – enforcement failure

‘Clean fill’ dumping – policy not applied

The Bulla landfill is licensed to receive asbestos.
For many years local residents complained of dust
spreading from the tip, and there were growing
concerns about the likelihood of asbestos dust being
part of it.

There is a growing trend towards dumping excavated
soil, rocks, and other similar materials from housing
estate developments, on land zoned as Green Wedge.
An example of this is a recent attempt by a developer
to dump large amounts of what was purported to be
‘clean fill’ within close proximity to groups of houses in
Oaklands Junction.33

An underground fire in the tip’s waste continued for
more than 20 years, occasionally breaking out onto the
surface. The EPA had on several occasions given notice
to the Bulla landfill managers that they must extinguish
the fire, without any positive response.
Complaints to the EPA and the Government about
the numerous licence breaches had been made since
the mid-1990s, but other than $14,500 in fines to the
operators, these were not acted upon by the EPA until
2015 when a local resident captured video of illegal
dumping of asbestos at the landfill, including the
asbestos being smashed into small pieces and covered
with a small layer of dirt. The ensuing publicity led
to Ministerial action for EPA to conduct a review of
licence conditions for all landfills accepting asbestos.

At best, this is a waste of good agricultural or
environmentally significant land. At worst, clean fill
may not be so clean. The EPA rarely monitors clean
fill because it is assumed not to have negative impacts
on the environment. However, ‘clean’ fill could well
contain a range of contaminants, such as asbestos and
petrochemicals, that would not be detected by anyone
until it was too late. There is no monitoring of this
dumping, and no compulsory testing required for the
material being dumped. Nor are there any regulations
about the design (height, slope, construction and safety
measures) that should apply to dumping where the fill
has been assessed as safe.
33 Burns v Hume CC [2017] VCAT 448. For reference to other examples, see
paragraphs [45]-[46].

“

For more than 10 years we have been trying to get the water quality sampled [at the Tulla
toxic dump. And finally at a community consultation meeting the EPA had some different
people there – women instead of the usual men. And they suggested to Transpacific that
they should just get on with it and do it and then report back. This was the only time I’ve
seen EPA put pressure on the company to their face – and it was effective. So why don’t
they do that all the time?
It still took from 2006 till 2017 to get agreement for additional bores to be put in the
ground to assess the extent of the contaminated groundwater – and we are still waiting
for action on this agreement! They don’t enforce anything unless we stand there stamping
our feet. Why do we have to teach the EPA and the companies? They should be doing
that automatically!
– TTTDAG member

”
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The 4m fence around the ‘Werribee Mountain’ is wholly inadequate for the landfill height of 44m AHD. The Council is currently applying for a
further global works approval.

There have been several instances where the EPA
has been informed by residents of serious impacts
from ‘clean fill’, forcing the EPA to take retrospective
action to force the clean-up of the site.34 The EPA has
a policy of preventing illegal dumping, and so could
incorporate requirements for clean fill should it so
decide – but so far there has been no preventative
action by the EPA other than warning landowners.35

The problems with approvals
Global works approvals – a policy slide
Landfill expansion tends to proceed via ‘cells’. A cell is
a compartment into which waste is deposited, and then
enclosed by cover material.36 Best practice in Victoria
is for a cell to take waste for up to two years before it
is closed and waste then starts to be deposited into the
next cell.37 The ‘airspace’ (size) of a landfill cell depends
on the legally allowable height of the landfill, as well as
on how quickly the waste fills it up.
Landfill operators must apply to the EPA for works
approval every time they propose to construct a new
landfill or a new cell. However, over the last few
years, some operators have developed their own
34 See e.g. http://www.epa.vic.gov.au/our-work/compliance-and-enforcement/
epa-sanctions/prosecutions/search-prosecutions/prosecution-folder/watsonenvironmental-assessments-pty-ltd
35 EPA Publication 1512 Illegal Dumping Alert (November 2012). See also
Yarra Ranges SC v Bibiano (Red Dot) [2016] VCAT 1881, especially [44],
suggesting that it would be desirable for the EPA, Minister for Planning,
and metropolitan fringe councils to formulate a more sophisticated policy
response to dealing with the increased disposal of clean fill on rural land in
the Green Wedge Zone.
36 Waste Management Policy (Siting, Design and Management of Landfills)
(No. S264, Gazette 14/12/2004), p 3.
37 Best Practice Environmental Measure – Siting, Design, Operation and
Rehabilitation of Landfills (EPA 788.3, 2015), p 18.

category, ‘sub-cells’, each of which remains active for
around two years. This has meant that operators have
sometimes bundled together several years’ worth of
potential approval into one application for construction
of one or two cells – each of which may consist of up to
three sub-cells.
Operators of Melbourne’s largest landfills have taken
this further by seeking approval for a number of cells
at once, ‘global works approvals’. The EPA has issued
these global works approvals for the Wollert landfill
(for 40+ years), the Ravenhall landfill (for 13 years
from 2025, reduced from the 30 years sought), and the
Werribee landfill (26 years).38
Under the EP Act, the only substantial opportunity for
community members who object to the EPA permitting
landfill expansion is to seek review by VCAT of the
works approval decision. There is no equivalent
legislative provision allowing third parties to seek
review of EPA decisions concerning the next step of the
process – the granting of a licence to actually construct
the landfill cell or sub-cell.
This means that when these global applications are
approved, and if, after any review, the EPA’s decision
is upheld by VCAT, it effectively locks local residents
out of having any significant legal influence on the
landfill for the duration of the works approval – now
tending to be a whole generation of residents.

38 See e.g. EPA Victoria Works Approval Application Assessment Report –
Landfill Operations Pty Ltd, 25 March 2017; EPA Victoria Works Approval
Application Assessment Report – Wyndham City Council, Application
No. 1002260, 11 October 2017. Documents concerning works approval
applications that are referred to in this report can be found at http://www.
epa.vic.gov.au/our-work/licences-and-approvals/public-participation/
featured-applications.
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Approval despite inconsistency with principles of
environment protection
In deciding whether to grant a works approval,
the EPA must apply the principles of environment
protection set out in the EP Act. The EPA’s decision
to grant a works approval for the Ravenhall landfill
expansion was based on the EPA’s assessment that
there were six Environment Protection Principles
relevant to the application. The EPA found that four
of these Environment Protection Principles were not
met.39 And yet rather than refusing it altogether, the
EPA granted a works approval with a shorter time
period – although still considerably longer than ever
before granted for this landfill.

Lack of action and accountability
Fluoros, floc and failure to use pollution prevention
powers
In 2001 various environmental groups, including
Friends of the Earth (Melbourne) and the Western
Region Environment Centre, requested the EPA to
ban fluorescent tubes and light globes from landfill.
The bans requested were due to the toxicity of methyl
mercury and the propensity of landfill microbes to
convert the mercury into dimethyl mercury – the most
toxic form of mercury. Similar bans have been active in
the US and Europe since the 1990s.
Requests for a Victorian ban were repeated over several
years, including at one of the EPA’s ‘expert’ landfill
committees. There were proven recycling options in
Melbourne for such products, yet the EPA refused
to act. Finally in 2009 the Environment Protection
39 EPA Victoria Works Approval Application Assessment Report – Landfill
Operations Pty Ltd, 25 March 2017, pp 134–140. However, the Report’s
summary (p 140) states that three, rather than four, of the Environment
Protection Principles were not met (the principle of wastes hierarchy is
omitted from the list), and elsewhere (p 153) omits the precautionary
principle from the four Environment Protection Principles that were not
met.

and Heritage Council – not the EPA – established
a ‘voluntary product stewardship scheme’ with
FluoroCycle.40
In line with international concern, the Victorian
Government is now inquiring into banning e-wastes,
including potentially incorporating a ban on
fluorescent lights and lamps from landfill.41
A similar ban was requested in 2011 when the Western
Region Environment Centre asked the EPA to consider
banning ‘floc’ – shredded materials, mainly from the
car industry – from landfill. This is required in the
European Union where 95% of the materials in end-oflife vehicles must be reused or recycled, including the
floc.42 Western Region Environment Centre has tried
to follow up its request several times with the EPA but
has had no response.
Poor system accountability
In order to be a trusted authoritative regulator, the
EPA must operate within a system that has appropriate
checks and balances to eliminate bias. The EPA itself
must also be seen to be independent. At present,
these goals are undermined by the fact that the EPA
is significantly dependent on entities that have clearly
vested interests they are supposed to simply put aside.
For example, the enforcement of licence conditions
for businesses like landfills mainly requires selfreporting via mechanisms such as annual compliance
reports. The EPA therefore has a significant degree of
reliance on the industry operator for compliance, or is
dependent on community vigilance and persistence to
raise the alarm.
40 See e.g. http://businessrecycling.com.au/recycle/fluorescents .
41 https://engage.vic.gov.au/waste/e-waste ; https://engage.vic.gov.au/
application/files/2915/0701/3105/Draft_amend_WMP_Landfills_FINAL.pdf
, Schedule B, p 14.
42	National Secretariat of the Australian National Motor Industry Federation,
‘Introducing an End of Life Vehicle Policy to Australia’s Supply Chain’
(April 2014) http://www.apraa.com/ , pp 6-10.

In 2016 the residents of Drysdale wrote to the CEO of the EPA, expressing their concerns
about the approval process and various operational issues at the Drysdale landfill. He
replied:
‘Environment Protection Authority (EPA) Victoria will continue to work with COGG [Council
of Greater Geelong] and community, to ensure that current and future operations of
Drysdale Landfill are as close to best practice as possible given the existing constraints of
location and age of the site.’ (emphasis added)

This is a serious abrogation of the EPA’s responsibility to ensure that the environment is
protected and therefore that ‘constraints’ of location and age (along with poor design
and management) are overcome, rather than simply surrendering to them and allowing
the risks and impacts to continue, and to most likely get worse as the facility expands and
ages further.
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Another key aspect of regulation is reporting via EPAaccredited auditors. Auditors are themselves largely
dependent on the fieldwork, testing and monitoring
done by the operators and consultants. The work of
auditors and consultants is paid for by the operator.
Auditors are also often consultants in their own right,
or like many other consultants, work as part of a
commercial company – and therefore depend on the
same field of industry to make a living.
To illustrate, community members concerned about the
LNAPL in the Tulla toxic dump (see Tulla toxic dump,
page 8) found that an ‘independent’ committee to
examine the issue had been established by Transpacific
and the EPA without any community input or
consultation. The committee was dominated by the
landfill’s auditor and colleagues. In the community’s
view this produced a narrow and biased trial, and
subsequent report.

Problems with community ‘participation’
Communities that want to raise concerns and
communicate their views about environmental issues
concerning waste may have an opportunity to make
submissions – such as when a works approval is sought
– or to object to a planning permit being granted. They
may also be able seek review by VCAT of the granting
of a planning permit or works approval for a landfill.
Less formally, there may be three other community
engagement mechanisms. The first is not specific
to environmental issues, and is when community
representatives are invited to a briefing, round table
or other meeting with Government departments or
the EPA. The key limitation here is invitations: they
are selective, may not be sufficiently timely, and are

“

One time they gave us a week to
let the community know about
the section 20B conference, and
we only got 15 people to come
because they were ignored last
time – so they probably thought
“what’s the point of us going?”
– WREC member

”

usually limited to those community residents who
are affiliated with an organisation regarded as a key
stakeholder.
Second, and more commonly with landfills, residents
may participate in community consultation groups
with the industry operator. Commonly called
Community Reference Groups (CRGs), these are not
mandatory, but are strongly recommended by the EPA,
which also sometimes attends.
Communities can have a range of difficulties with
the structure and process of CRGs. In the experience
of many who contributed to this report, selection
of community members for the group may not be a
transparent or representative process, and ostensibly
independent facilitation may not be so in practice or
the facilitator is hamstrung by the industry operator
and so cannot function effectively. Residents have been
frustrated that minutes are sometimes not taken or are

Residents petition Wyndham City Council
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inaccurate, and key information may not be shared
by the operator, or is so technical that it is hard for
residents to meaningfully engage with it.43
CRGs also have no formal powers and cannot overturn
landfill operators’ plans or EPA decisions, or make
binding recommendations. On several occasions
when the industry operator decided that the CRG
was becoming ‘too difficult’, the CRG was unilaterally
disbanded by the company, as with the Tullamarine
CRG in 2009 and the Ravenhall CRG in 2016.
The third engagement mechanism, via section 20B of
the EP Act, is a conference of the operator, community
members and other key stakeholders that is organised
by the EPA if there is considerable interest in the issue.
Such meetings tend to run for up to three hours and
are usually independently chaired. The operator, the
EPA and members of the community may address the
meeting before broader discussion. The Chairperson
then prepares a written report for the EPA which
summarises the issues and various responses, and
makes recommendations. Key barriers to this form of
public participation that communities have experienced
are the short amount of notice provided and the limited
way in which such conferences are publicised.
Most significantly, it can be a tiring and dispiriting
process for community members to continue to try
to engage with the CRG or at a 20B conference, when
there is little or no visible impact in terms of outcomes.
Even if residents feel that their objections have been
fully reflected in the 20B Report recommendations
(not always the case), the EPA’s response to those
recommendations often does not provide satisfactory
resolution of the issues.

The EPA responded:
‘EPA acknowledges that the approach to engagement in
this instance was less than ideal due to short turnaround
times, etc. EPA undertakes continual improvement in
all aspects of its work and will use the learnings from
this conference to improve our internal processes for
the planning and delivery of community engagement
activities. In relation to the 20B conference, an internal
debrief has already been conducted and several
opportunities for improvement have been highlighted
and noted. EPA will soon also meet with Council, (as a
recent 20B conference participant) to seek their input as
to how the conference process might be improved. The
recommendations pertaining to Council’s community
engagement and communication activities are not
matters for EPA to respond to…EPA also notes the recent
establishment of a Community Reference Group in
relation to the Werribee landfill.’45

And yet three years later, the same problems were
experienced by the community and raised in a
20B conference report on a 2016 works approval
application for the Werribee landfill – and responded
to by the EPA in almost identical terms.46
It therefore makes a frustrating situation worse that
CRGs tend to be presented as the answer to any
community dissatisfaction. In community members’
experience, landfill operators represent their CRG as
the appropriate forum for discussion of community
concerns, but then fail to consult via the CRG on key
issues before submitting a works approval application.
The EPA in turn accepts at face value the claim that
community consultation has taken place.

For example, the independent Chairperson’s Report of
a 20B conference in 2014, concerning a works approval
application for the Werribee landfill, recommended
that the EPA review its internal process for community
engagement activities associated with the application.
Recommendation 4 stated:
‘The review needs to include consideration of the
invitation and RSVP process for the conference and
identify potential improvements to the process. WCC
[Wyndham City Council] need to consider developing
a community engagement plan for this facility. WCC
need to ensure they communicate with residents more
regularly particularly in the immediate vicinity of the
facility and how residents and the community can
communicate with them to raise issues. This may help to
ensure quicker resolution of issues and a sense of being “a
good neighbour”. The Community Reference Group may
be able provide advice how this could be done.’44
43 See e.g. Melbourne Regional Landfill Expansion, Ravenhall - Panel Report
and Report of the Chair of Works Approval Conference, 11 January 2017, p
100.

45 2014 Response to 20B, p 4.

44 EPA - Wyndham City Council Works Approval Application Service Order
1001548 26th June 2014 – Executive Summary and Response to the 20B
Conference Report Recommendations (2014 Response to 20B), p 4.

46 Wyndham City Council Refuse Disposal Facility Works Approval
Application – EPA 20B Community Conference Report (PCB Consulting,
March 2017), p 8.
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“

‘I provided a list of questions to the EPA’s CEO at a meeting in October 2013. They
related to landfill height and potential impacts on the environment, and the potential
products that EPA expected to be produced by the “natural attenuation” of the LNAPL
at Tullamarine’s toxic dump [see Further lack of scientific credibility below page 19].
And then I waited more than 18 months for a response. After several requests and public
complaints, I eventually got one – a question from the EPA about whether I still wanted
to pursue the earlier questions, and if so, could I please reiterate those that I still desired
responses to! In view of the importance of the questions I was totally frustrated and did
not pursue it further at the time, expecting yet another lengthy wait and a failure of the
EPA to eventually provide meaningful and scientific answers.’

”

– WREC member

As a further example, one of the key community
objections to the recent trend in global works
approvals for landfills is that a 26-year approval
effectively removes the opportunity for third parties
to seek external review of EPA decisions concerning
the landfill for more than a generation (see Global
works approvals, page 12). In recent responses by
Wyndham City Council (the operator of the Werribee
landfill) to community submissions on this issue, the
Council offered the ‘reassurance’ that the Council is
democratically elected and that there is community
consultation (the CRG) overseen by the Council.47

of the dump’s gas flare.49 The community thought
it very likely that residents were being exposed to
toxic chemicals, including dioxins which are highly
dangerous even in very small amounts.

The EPA repeated the CRG ‘solution’ to the potential
generational loss of access to VCAT review, in its most
recent assessments and grants of approval for the
Ravenhall and Werribee landfill expansions.48

Upon testing, the flare did not meet the destruction
specifications required by international standards. In
the United States a destruction level of 99.9999% is
required for any incineration or flaring of chemicals
that include dioxins, and for many less hazardous
chemicals the requirement is 99.99%. For a number of
hazardous chemicals at the Tulla dump, the destruction
efficiency was 99.9%.

What place for science?
When ‘science’ is hard to trust
Communities near the Tullamarine hazardous waste
landfill are not only concerned about the spread of
toxic liquid from under the dump (see Tulla toxic
dump, page 8). Since 2009 at community consultation
meetings with the dump’s operator, Transpacific,
later named Cleanaway, residents also argued with
the company and the EPA for continuous monitoring
47 Wyndham City Council, Response to S22 Notice issued 12 April 2017
Works Approval Application Wests Road Refuse Disposal Facility
Extension of Operations November 2016 WA1002260, 5 July 2017, pp 14–15;
Wyndham City Council, Response to Submissions – Works Approval
Application Wests Road Refuse Disposal Facility Extension of Operations
November 2016 WA1002260, 5 July 2017, p 13; Wyndham City Council,
Response to Submission from Western Region Environment Centre – Works
Approval Application Wests Road Refuse Disposal Facility Extension of
Operations November 2016 WA1002260, August 2017, p 14.
48 EPA Victoria Works Approval Application Assessment Report – Landfill
Operations Pty Ltd, 25 March 2017, 4.285-4.294; EPA Victoria Works
Approval Application Assessment Report – Wyndham City Council,
Application No. 1002260, 11 October 2017, p 120.

Transpacific said it wasn’t possible to continuously
monitor. The EPA remained silent. Community
representatives said continuous monitoring was done
overseas. In May 2014, after five years of community
pressure, Transpacific finally enclosed the flare and
said it would monitor the composition of the flare itself
and the air at a specific distance from the flare.

The air quality in the general area near the dump has
also never been properly and regularly monitored.
Community members remain concerned not just about
the flare and the volatile LNAPL constituents, but
also about the leachate ponds – all possible sources of
airborne chemicals. The EPA’s Historical Air Quality
report shows that there were no records of any air
testing from 1973 to 1985. There were then only nine
tests in the five years from 1985, four in 1996, two in
1998 and four points tested in 1999. Between 2000 and
2009, after substantial community demands, there were
37 tests – still an average of fewer than four tests per
year.

49	Under the dump’s cap is an arrangement of pipes that is meant to funnel
gases to one spot, where they are then burnt at high temperatures to reduce
the greenhouse impact of the methane by turning it into carbon dioxide.
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It would have been possible for the EPA to insist, as
part of the licence conditions, that more air testing be
done, right from the outset. Instead it seems that there
was no sampling of air quality at the Tulla toxic dump
for its first 15 years.
‘So they cover up their mistakes. How many years does
the community have to complain about air quality before
the EPA will take them seriously?’
– TTTDAG member

Even with the limited sampling today, residents only
get access to the results through their representatives
at Cleanaway’s community consultation meetings. This
might mean getting reports four times in a year.
‘What’s the point of knowing toxic gases have been
emitted months after the test? And then they’re telling
us after the event that it’s now below the dangerous
threshold. When we had a spike – above the EPA’s
determined acceptable levels – it was never explained
adequately to us. We don’t want to be exposed and then
find out after the fact that the level was not acceptable.
The EPA needs to insist on continuous monitoring so

residents and site workers can be warned to stay inside,
or be evacuated.’
– TTTDAG member

Residents also question how the danger is assessed.
The ‘safe toxicity’ threshold set by the EPA assumes
an industrial context, meaning that people potentially
exposed are not there all the time – unlike many
residents near the toxic dump, especially many women
and young children. This threshold is therefore highly
inappropriate for residents.
Toxicologists also agree that it is not simply a
question of dosage, but a matter of individual
vulnerability, such as being pregnant, or being a child
still developing bones and brain, or already having
compromised health.
‘And what about the impact of cumulative chemicals
rather than one at a time? It’s a chemical cocktail, not to
mention what else you’re getting – from the freeway and
airport for instance. It’s a matter of community justice.
The EPA is out of date with how to monitor air quality on
a toxic dump that’s going to emit chemicals for 100 years.’
– TTTDAG member

TTTDAG protest
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Communities are still trying to get proper
rehabilitation of the Tulla toxic dump and
acknowledgment of the harm it has caused. They
have produced evidence of five cancer clusters in
Westmeadows and Gladstone Park, totalling 224
cancers within 1.5km of the dump.
‘Women who were at home 30-plus years ago raising the
kids have been dying in their 50s and 60s, yet that’s not
considered by the authorities enough to do anything. In
2010 we reported 144 cancers. But the EPA spent money
trying to disprove a connection with the toxic dump.
They brought in a professor from the Cancer Council who
said he understood there are serious risks from exposure
to the types of chemicals in the dump, but the problem
with trying to scientifically establish a cancer cluster is
that you’ve only got access to the address at the time of
diagnosis, not where they might have lived before. One
woman whose daughter died continues to campaign with
us because she doesn’t want these tragedies to happen
again. We want to know the area is safe for families.’
– TTTDAG member

When authoritative advice is ‘bottle smells and
calibrate your nose’
A number of submissions concerning Cleanaway’s
most recent Ravenhall landfill extension application
were highly critical of the EPA’s response to odour
problems from the landfill.50 Residents up to 3km away
regularly experience odours in the evening and during
the night, when the EPA generally does not conduct
odour surveillance.
Several submitters to the Ministerial Panel established
to consider the planning issues associated with
Cleanaway’s application, including Melton City
Council, rejected the odour modelling used by
50 See e.g. Melbourne Regional Landfill Expansion, Ravenhall – Panel Report
and Report of the Chair of Works Approval Conference, 11 January 2017
(Ravenhall Panel Report), pp 48–60.

Cleanaway, which relied on air quality assessments
by a consulting company and an expert witness.51 In
contrast, the EPA’s observations were similar to the
expert witness’ view that few of the odour complaints
made to the EPA were related to the landfill.52
Cleanaway submitted a draft odour management plan
condition endorsed by that expert.53
The Panel concluded that they
‘[found] it difficult to reconcile the outputs [of the odour
modelling] with other evidence on odour that has been
presented.’54

In particular, the Panel considered that, based on
submissions,
‘MRL [Ravenhall landfill] is highly likely to be a source of
the majority of the offensive odours that impact the local
community.’55

However, the Panel’s attempted resolution of the
tensions was to strongly encourage Cleanaway to
implement their commitments to improve odour
management and reporting.56
Many residents experiencing odour from Ravenhall
or Werribee landfills have, in the Ravenhall Panel’s
words:
‘feelings of frustration and apathy arising from the
perceived lack of action taken by the EPA in response
to odour complaints. Residents reported that their
complaints were not taken seriously, were rarely acted
upon, and they were often told by the EPA officers that
they must be mistaken about the landfill being the source
of the odour.’57
51 Ravenhall Panel Report.
52 Ravenhall Panel Report, p 56.
53 Ravenhall Panel Report, pp 57–58.
54 Ravenhall Panel Report, p 58.
55 Ravenhall Panel Report, p 60.
56 Ravenhall Panel Report, p 60.
57	Ravenhall Panel Report, p 99.

Werribee Landfill continues to grow as it takes rubbish from all over Melbourne - note Stonnington Council logo in centre of picture
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Communities also express disbelief about the
techniques offered by the EPA to ‘prove’ that the odour
is a problem.
‘Odour collection jars (canisters) were offered to a few of
us to trap offensive odour – in place of real 21st century
technology gas and odour monitoring equipment. How
can they ensure that residents did not just open the jar in
a trash bin that was sitting in the sun for a week? What
kind of tests were the EPA intending to conduct with the
captured air?’

– Caroline Springs resident
EPA odour monitoring with ‘calibrated noses’ has been
the topic at many meetings community members have
had with the EPA and politicians. Nose calibration
involves exposure to a range of smells under laboratory
conditions so that the person is able to distinguish
specific smells.58
‘On occasions the EPA have even offered to calibrate
our noses. Some of our residents took up the calibration
offer and have raised the issue that a calibrated nose,
much like a normal nose, gets desensitised from constant
and persistent exposure to the same odour. Maybe this
explains why many EPA officers claim they can’t smell
anything when the community reports a highly offensive
stench in the air!’

Federal Member of Parliament for Lalor, Joanne Ryan

– Caroline Springs resident
EPA has shown a reluctance to explore modern
technology and methods used worldwide by accredited
countries and companies.
‘They have blamed it on financial resources, but over the
years we have noted a lack of will from the EPA to change
their way of thinking, their procedural status quo. Those
staff members who have tried to step out of the box, we
often don’t see them at the next meeting.’

– TTTDAG member
Further lack of scientific credibility
In 2014 Transpacific told the Community Reference
Group for the Tulla toxic dump (see Tulla toxic
dump, page 8) that there was no need to worry about
the LNAPL because through ‘natural attenuation’
– slowly degrading via being eaten by microbes – it
would form a harmless ‘carbon black’ – elemental
carbon. Despite questioning about the validity of
this claim and requests for explanations about how
this transformation could work, Transpacific stuck
to its claim, and its consultants and the EPA did not
contradict it.
To provide evidence, Transpacific referred the
community to United States EPA research papers.
But this research focused primarily on petroleum

The EPA allows applicants for
works approval and licensees to
fail to take seriously the need for
scientifically sound, evidencebased responses to issues raised
by both the community and the
EPA itself. At the Tullamarine
toxic dump when a report from
a consultant miscalculated the
dioxin level by a factor of one
million, used inappropriate
standards and therefore wrongly
asserted that there was no
problem, the EPA failed to detect
the mistake.
When the error was exposed
by a resident at the community
meeting (and acknowledged
by an embarrassed consultant),
the EPA failed to require
amendments to the reports or
to act on the significance of the
error and the reality of the level
of dioxin contamination.

58 See e.g. http://www.bordermail.com.au/story/1155327/i-nose-what-thatsmell-is/ .
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spillages and petrol station leakages, which has limited
relevance to the Tulla toxic dump site. The US research
indicated that for a site such as Tullamarine it was very
unlikely that conditions could be created for microbes
to destroy the LNAPL, and that ‘biodegradation…
does not appear to be practical and has not been
demonstrated.’ 59
Neither Transpacific, nor their consultants, nor the EPA
have been prepared to acknowledge that the natural
attenuation claim was scientific nonsense.

Where to from here?

As stories from the west illustrate, for the EPA
to become the strong and effective regulator that
Victorians expect it to be, its culture must also continue
to evolve. The recent legislated change in the EPA’s
structure towards that of an independent statutory
authority is a step in the right direction, but in order
for the EPA to do the job Victorians expect, how its
staff are directed and how they actually work ‘on the
ground’ will be the ultimate test of the success of the
reforms.
Although we commend the EPA for starting this
journey, the task is not yet finished.

There are three significant and related processes
occurring right now that impact on this report –
the reform of the Environment Protection Act; the
continuing evolution of the EPA’s culture; and
the development of the whole-of-government
environmental justice strategy. The Government
should be congratulated for beginning these
processes. All three are at a critical stage and need
the commitment of the Government, the EPA, and all
Parliamentarians, to see them through to the end.

Recommendations

The new EP Act must address the issues identified in
this report. To do that an appropriate second reform
bill must be passed by the Victorian Parliament. A key
part of the bill will be the introduction of a general
duty to prevent pollution. It is important that this
general duty adopts the standard applied in the OHS
Act and requires us all to play our part in stopping
pollution.

• The Government must enact strong legislative
mechanisms to make sure the EPA performs all
of the different aspects of its job effectively, and
is independent and accountable to Victorian
communities.

59 https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/10002DXR.PDF?Dockey=10002DXR.
PDF, pp 9, 22.

EJA makes the following recommendations.
• The EPA must implement its Applied Science
Strategy and require higher standards from polluters.
• The EPA must move beyond managing pollution to
preventing pollution, and support communities who
want to play a part in prevention by giving them full
access to information such as pollution data.

• The Government must allocate sufficient funding to
reform the policies that animate the EP Act.
Lastly, Victoria needs a whole-of-government
environmental justice strategy that goes beyond

The ‘waste hierarchy’ embedded in the environmental laws and policies of Victoria.

Most
preferable

Avoidance
Reuse
Recycling
Recovery of energy
Treatment
Containment
Disposal

Least
preferable
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platitudes and motherhood statements. Such a
strategy requires legal and process changes to
support communities that are working to achieve
environmental justice. For example, communities
must have more genuine opportunities to protect
their environment, including genuine access to all
appropriate justice processes that allow environmental
harms to be addressed.
More broadly, by developing an environmental justice
strategy, Victoria has a chance to lead Australia in
rethinking its approach to waste. It already has the
‘waste hierarchy’ embedded in its environmental
laws and policies. It is time to consistently prioritise
practices of prevention, re-use and recycling, so that
putting waste into landfills becomes an absolute last
resort.
Rethinking waste requires new efforts from
Government and all Victorians to adopt a ‘life-cycle’
and ‘circular economy’ approach.60 As shown by
the present recycling crisis, Australia cannot rely on
60 See e.g. Report for the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre,
Background Report on Best Environmental Management Practice in the Waste
Management Sector (May 2016) http://susproc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/activities/
emas/waste_mgmt.html.

shipping its waste and recyclables overseas.61 We also
cannot use Melbourne’s population growth as an
excuse to continue indefinitely to massively expand the
amount we simply throw away.
Government support is urgently needed for a
massive expansion of locally based resource recovery
initiatives and associated markets. Examples of the
diverse strategies required include positive and
negative incentives for our various waste-generating
industries and their consumers – such as container
deposit legislation, banning non-essential plastic bags,
mandating the use of recycled plastic content in plastic
products, and preventing unnecessary packaging.
Some of these changes will require significant
expenditure, so it is also important to calculate the true
costs of unnecessary waste. Such costs are not only
directly to the environment and community health in a
manner that selectively targets people who are already
disadvantaged. They are also incurred through impacts
on climate change, energy, land and water use, and
general amenity – and through these, we all pay a price.

61 http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-02-07/victorias-recycling-situation-wasteban-china-councils/9401302.

Creating these waste mountains in our west should be an absolute last resort
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Benchmarks for the reforms
Reforms to the Environment Protection Act must
include:
1.

2.

For successful cultural renewal in the EPA, the
Victorian Government must take the following steps:
1.

An objective to protect human health and the
environment by preventing the harmful effects
of pollution and waste, consistent with Victoria’s
occupational health and safety legislation; together
with a general duty ‘to prevent the risk of harm
from pollution where reasonably practicable’,
consistent with the standard in the OHS Act.

Fully resource the EPA to implement the
Applied Science Strategy so that it becomes more
scientifically informed, rigorous and contemporary
in its methods, in order to actively provide
scientific commentary and evidence for contested
issues, and to respond to issues raised by the
community as the EPA regularly does for industry.

2.

A works approval and licensing regime that
reflects the higher standards expected due to the
general duty and the new focus on prevention of
harm.

Set public benchmarks for EPA response times and
outcomes for complaints and other environmental
concerns, subject to regular, independent
publicised audits.

3.

Fund a monitoring group comprising community
members to advise and collaborate with the EPA
on ensuring effective community participation in
preventing harm to the environment and human
health. Possible models could be informed by
existing whole-of-government experience, for
example health consumer participation.

3.

Community rights to challenge EPA decisions, at
different points in the EP Act, not just in relation
to works approvals but all key EPA decisions,
including licensing.

4.

Community rights to seek enforcement of breaches
of pollution through the courts when the EPA does
not seek enforcement.

5.

Expanded community participation rights
regarding the ongoing operations of licenced sites
so communities can genuinely participate more
broadly in EPA decisions, including genuinely
meaningful section 20B conferences, properly
constituted community reference groups, and
more accessible submission processes.

6.

Guaranteed easy public access to full information
on proposed or current pollution, from both
industry and the EPA, including pollution
monitoring data.

For the Victorian Government to enact an effective
Environmental Justice Strategy:
1.

The Strategy must actively support the
participation of the community in environmental
decision-making and environmental protection
by requiring community review rights and
community enforcement rights for decisions and
actions that impact on the environment (whether
in environmental legislation or elsewhere).

2.

The Strategy should ensure transparency in
government decision-making and access to
government-held information that impacts on the
health and well-being of the environment and
communities.

3.

The Strategy must include requirements on
decision-makers to ensure that, when making new
decisions, disadvantaged communities are not
bearing a greater burden of environmental harm
than other Victorians.

4.

The Strategy should facilitate implementation of
a holistic approach to environmental issues – for
example, introducing environmental accounting
to current costing models, and committing to a life
cycle approach to waste management and resource
recovery.
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We framed our
parking fine

“

Of course we fought for all the
issues, a lot. We’ve put the issues into
submissions and all kinds of other
actions, repeatedly. Why does the
community have to work so hard to
get the EPA to do its job?

The normal thing in a working class
area is, you shout and get nowhere
and then just walk away. One time we
organised a media conference. We
didn’t expect much of a turnout so we
only paid for one hour’s parking. We
got so much media the conference
lasted almost three hours and we got
a parking ticket. We framed it!

”

– TTTDAG member
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